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Abstract 

This paper focuses on three benefit areas, flexibility, high-performance, and scalability in an e-mail and 
electronic communication archiving system. Such a system would meet the needs of discovery and secure 
information management of archived e-mail in response to legal and regulatory notices and corporate policy 
complaints by providing the ability to quickly find, safely hold, efficiently cull, and defensibly produce 
responsive content. 
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Introduction 

Adoption of a flexible, high-performance, and standalone-to-enterprise scalable e-mail management 
solution is critical in today’s compliance, governance, and discovery driven environment, especially with 
today’s IT budget-constraints.  

Audience 
This white paper is intended for business decision makers and e-mail and storage administrators who are 
considering an e-mail management solution. 

E-mail management 

Electronic discovery has entered the legal mainstream. E-mail and electronic documents now dominate 
business communication, and the volume of data continues to increase at extraordinary rates. Today’s 
modern business environment requires an increased centrality of electronically stored information for 
litigation, and compliance. As a result, management faces mounting pressure to control the cost of  
e-discovery, meet time lines, and ensure that personnel with the necessary combination of legal and 
technical knowledge is available to manage e-discovery projects.  

The needs of discovery and secure information management of archived e-mail in response to legal and 
regulatory notices and corporate policy complaints requires the need to be able to quickly find, safely hold, 
efficiently cull, and defensibly produce responsive content. 

E-mail management enables organizations to: 
 Flexibly implement and consistently enforce e-mail retention and disposition policies in small to 

enterprise-wide organizations. 
 Cost-effectively quickly responding to legal discoveries or audits requiring a specific set of e-mail 

messages. 
 Proactively manage growth and improve the operational performance by scaling the system’s 

architecture. 
 Implement a high-performance tiered storage model by offloading content from the production servers 

to an online archive server to lift the burden of aging messages and attachments on e—mail production 
servers. Content is automatically migrated based on predefined policies to a lower cost high-
performance tier of storage for cost-effective retention. 

 Preserve a seamless user experience in all mail clients and mobile devices. 

Events requiring improvements 

Today’s IT departments are expected to proactively manage mailbox sizes and achieve seemingly infinite 
mailboxes numbers by reducing the burden of aging messages and older attachments in the production 
environment. Many of the e-mail archiving solutions written 10 or more years ago have been challenged to 
meet very large mailbox environments (i.e., 50,000 or more mailboxes). The larger the environment, the 
more strain the system architecture faces from ingestion performance, indexing speed, database scalability, 
index integrity, as well as search and policy management. 

Mailbox quotas—restricting mailbox sizes (typically in Microsoft Exchange environments)—have forced 
personal archives to be taken—have not been imposed without consequences. This practice forces users to 
create personal archives (PST and Notes local archives) to stay below the quota. And, depending on how 
strict the mailbox quota is, mobile device users (for example, the BlackBerry) can be locked out when the 
quota is reached and are then unable to send or receive any e-mails. 
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Risks of personal archives:  
 Unmanaged by corporate retention policies, users create the archives and decide how long the content 

is retained. 
 Security risk if PC is stolen—if users have many years’ worth of data in their personal archives, that 

content would be accessible to the thief, risking potential intellectual property loss. 
 PCs aren’t consistently backed up—There is the risk that all of the content would be lost if a PC is 

damaged. 
 Operational waste of backup and disk resources (e.g., file servers)—Personal archives typically consist 

of unchanging content, resulting in duplicate messages being stored. 

For performance reasons, e-mail management processing tasks such as ingestion, archiving, and replacing 
archived aging messages and older attachments with pointers to the actual archived e-mail messages may 
need to be distributed across multiple servers, which may need to be physical or virtual machines, to better 
meet workload and performance needs.  

Increased end-user productivity and performance; IT departments are expected to grant users instant online 
and offline access to their mailbox messages—regardless of the age of the e-mails. 

The growing use of e-mail for business processes in concert with compressed storage budgets and 
escalating governance and discovery needs means that archiving solutions must execute at peak levels of 
high=-performance flexibility, and scalability.  

Finding those improvements 

The design of a modern e-mail management will leverage highly scalable, flexible, and modular software 
architecture. The product would provide all of the core e-mail archiving capabilities for Microsoft 
Exchange, IBM Lotus Notes/Domino, SMTP messages, and instant messaging. 

Flexibility 
The underlying architecture would be highly scalable, modular, and flexible, with support for single-
instance storage and international languages. File reading capabilities would support more than 200 file, 
container and e-mail formats, in 60 languages. 

The flexibility of the architecture would permit resources to be dynamically added to complete specific 
tasks to ensure that service-level agreements are met. For example, resources can be added for tasks such as 
migrations or for projects such as PST ingestion. Flexibility within the application may also be required to 
respond to business events. For example, any of the following may require flexibility, such as, acquisitions, 
mergers, divestitures, or rapid growth or contractions. 

Flexible of export options provides for the export of relevant e-mail for external review, and that export can 
be filtered on the basis of which tags are applied. 

Performance 

E-mail management and archiving systems must be able to prioritize its services, such as data capture, 
search, retrieval, archiving, or export.  Performance must be maintained and, if desired, be improved over 
many years of operation, and allow for very large database and archive data growth. Performance must be 
maintained as flat or be improved as necessary. It must not be constantly digressing. Tuning performance to 
maintain certain levels must be built into the architectural design of the archiving systems. An archiving 
system should not be chosen based on day 1 performance, but rather for year three, four, or 5 performance.  
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E-mail management and archiving must be policy-based with support for a high-volume of e-mail 
archiving, retention, and disposition. E-mail archiving must be integrated with a data deduplication solution 
to minimize the disk and/or the bandwidth capacities required to store and move through large data 
repositories data quickly and with the least amount of elapsed time. 

Storage growth rates decrease as a result of e-mail archival management. The ROI/TCO potential benefits 
of e-mail archival management include:  
 Free up production storage for newest content—automate policies to move data to different storage 

tiers 
 Decelerate recurring production storage purchases and reclaim production storage capacity 
 Enforce retention and disposition policies 

Scalability 

E-mail and discovery systems must have a standalone to enterprise scalable architecture. Processing tasks 
such as ingestion, archiving, and shortcutting can be distributed across multiple servers, which may be 
physical or virtual machines, to better meet workload and performance needs.  

The architecture should allow customers to scale both the front-end processing and back-end archive 
servers independently so that they can optimize the deployment capabilities to meet their business and 
performance needs. This allows for a more cost-effective deployment with a single application instancing, 
making administration and policy management easier. 

Benefits 


 Provides investigators with an intuitive interface to manage the legal matter lifecycle.  
 Reduces the cost of discovery by presenting only the e-mail messages that are relevant to the matter at 

hand for review by users.  
 Consolidates relevant e-mail into a "hold" folder where messages are deduplicated and full-text 

indexed, and can then be audited to verify chain of custody and to protect against spoliation.  
 Enables expedient full-text and custom metadata searches across high volumes of messages.  
 Creates global and matter-specific tags for efficient management of the investigative process. 
 Ability to separate out core functions (index, retrieve, archive, search) across multiple servers to better 

meet workload needs  

EMC SourceOne e-mail and electronic communication 
archiving system 

EMC® SourceOne™ product family is an integral component of any proactive and good governance plan. 
The SourceOne product family features all of the design features for flexibility, high-performance, and 
scalability listed in the previous section with modules for e-mail archiving, e-discovery, and compliance. 

SourceOne solutions meet large enterprise needs, yet provide a simple footprint for midsize customers. 
SourceOne has been engineered so that processes can run on the same node or on different ones, providing 
distributed processing power on the needed processes. Depending on the environment and on the customer 
needs, the additional server can be configured to run the same services as the first one thus doubling the 
total processor power on all processes; or to run only those specific processes that require more processing 
power.  
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EMC SourceOne E-mail Management archives a single instance of e-mail messages through deduplication 
into a centralized location from Microsoft Exchange and IBM Lotus Notes/Domino as well as SMTP and 
instant messages, eliminating the need for repetitive searches of databases, personal archives, and backup 
tapes. Support for additional file formats, SharePoint, enterprise applications, XML and other content types 
to be added in the future. 

EMC SourceOne Discovery Manager provides high-volume discovery search and collection for e-mail 
archived by the SourceOne E-mail Management module. It can quickly find, safely hold, efficiently cull, 
and defensibly produce archived e-mail in response to legal/regulatory notice and/or corporate policy 
complaint. Discovery manager provides full international support and offers a localized interface in four 
languages—French, Italian, German, and Spanish. 

E-mail Management can help your company manage or eliminate .PST files, which has operational 
efficiency benefits and can help you reduce the risk of unmanaged personal archives. This also has benefits 
for legal discovery/compliance, because unmanaged archives won’t be scattered throughout the 
environment.  

A key way to eliminate .PST files is to pro-actively manage mailbox size, so you won’t need to put 
restrictive mailbox quotas on your users—which are one of the main reasons, in EMC’s experience, that 
users create personal archives in the first place. This addresses the root cause of personal-archive creation. 

E-mail management can also provide a high-performance “crawl” through network drives, including 
personal computers or file systems—basically anything connected to the network—to automatically locate 
.PST files. Once it finds the .PST files, they can be imported into the centralized archive.  
The benefit is that organizations can apply retention policies while getting rid of duplicates and 
compressing the content of the .PST. Additionally, Administrators can still make the .PST file accessible to 
users—for example, they may choose to move a copy of the .PST file back to their mailbox after running 
an archival task and making them read-only. This provides users with uninterrupted access to the content in 
the .PST file while allowing the company to apply corporate retention policies to the .PST file. 

E-mail management system architecture can be dynamically configured for growth or for the transition 
from legacy e-mail data to a deduplicated, not PST file environment. Historical archiving processing to a 
leaner, higher-performance data set requires some period of time of higher system capacity with different 
parts of the system competing for resources until the legacy data is processed. The SourceOne E-mail 
Management system provides dynamic management for architecture management to accommodate this 
need. 

Together, SourceOne E-mail Management and Discovery Manager help organizations streamline their 
discovery business processes to reduce response times and lower associated costs for both internal and 
outsourced review. The solution provides full international support and offers a localized interface in six 
languages—French, Italian, German, Spanish, Japanese, and Simplified Chinese. Users can stop searching 
for content and instead focus on strategic case direction. File readers support more than 200 file, container 
and e-mail formats, in 60 languages. 

Take the next step 
To learn more about EMC e-mail archiving solutions, visit us online at www.EMC.com or call 
800-607-9546 (outside the U.S.: +1.925.600.5802). 
 

http://www.emc.com/
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